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Currently, only 14.7% of practicing dermatologists in Taiwan who work at medical centers are dedicated to innovative research. Dermatology departments appear to face steeper challenges with the recruitment and retention of physician–scientists than other medical specialties. The need to increase the number of physician–scientists is clear and can be achieved through the provision of good training programs, financial support, early mentorship, and sustained funding.


In their new article in the JID Innovations, Li et al. (2022) reported the identification of distressing trends among the small proportion of dermatologists who consider research to be their primary occupation in the United States. If these trends remain unchanged, a steep decline will occur in the size of the physician–scientist workforce (Li et al., 2022). A similar phenomenon has been observed in Taiwan. In this commentary, we propose measures for immediate implementation in Taiwan to address this decline.

A substantial change in preferred career choices for medical graduates has been observed over recent decades in Taiwan. Several important health policies issued by Taiwan health authorities may have had dramatic impacts on health service providers and career planning for medical graduates (Chang and Lee, 2020). Within the current climate of healthcare policy reform, a nationwide shortage of physician–scientists has developed. The percentage of top medical graduates working at medical centers has declined significantly, from 58% during 1981–1994 to 33.3% during 1995–2001, which coincided with the launch of the National Health Insurance program in 1995 (Chang and Lee, 2020). The implementation of the National Health Insurance program has significantly influenced work life, home life, working hours, and income for medical workers (Chang and Lee, 2020). Physicians are increasingly taking lifestyle into consideration when selecting their specialties, with recent medical graduates demanding flexibility and protected time to spend with friends and family during their careers (Sanfey et al., 2006).

The dermatology specialty, which has been associated with a great lifestyle considering fewer working hours than in other specialties, is currently the most competitive specialty for medical graduates in Taiwan (Yu et al., 2009). An annual cap on specialty residency training capacity was launched in 2001 to promote a balanced distribution of physician resources across the various specialties (Chang and Lee, 2020). Although >1,300 students graduate annually from medical schools, only 26–28 students (approximately 2% of total medical students) can be placed in a dermatology residency annually (Yu et al., 2009). Dermatology has become the most popular specialty for medical graduates; however, the proportion of dermatologists who seek research careers after residency training is among the lowest of all specialties (Yu et al., 2009). Lifestyle and workload issues greatly influence the career plans of young dermatologists. After 4 years of residency training, dermatologists in Taiwan tend to choose careers with controllable lifestyles and greater job stability. Many dermatologists are choosing to leave positions in academic research for careers in high-paying private practice. Without corrective action, we anticipate a steady decline in the biomedical research workforce, accompanied by a reduction in successful discoveries, as the remaining physician–scientists retire (Milestone et al., 2015).

In Taiwan, hospitals have been classified into three levels: medical centers, regional hospitals, and district hospitals. Medical centers are tasked with leading the development of medically relevant and innovative research, holistic education, the care of severe or rare diseases, social responsibility, and the implementation of national health–related policies. According to profiles obtained from the Taiwan Medical Association, approximately 60% of Taiwan’s physicians work in hospitals as employees, with the remainder practicing in private clinics. The data for 1,082 dermatologists in Taiwan in 2021 showed that 30% of dermatologists currently work in hospitals, significantly lower than the proportion of all physicians. Currently, 19% of dermatologists work at the 23 hospitals that offer dermatology residency training programs, and only 14.7% of dermatologists work at the 19 medical centers...
considered to be the top level of Taiwan’s medical care system. Most dermatologists choose to enter higher-paying private practice rather than selecting a research career. An analysis of 32 dermatologists trained at National Taiwan University Hospital from 1998 to 2007 found that 21.9% obtained a doctoral degree and continued to pursue a research career in academia. From 2008 to 2017, only 10% of dermatologists trained in the same department earned a doctoral degree, which may reflect current workforce challenges in academic dermatology. Medical aesthetics has been a booming industry in Taiwan over recent years. Although events regarding medical aesthetics are well-attended, few people attend meetings dedicated to the advancement of investigative dermatology and cutaneous biology. The Taiwanese Dermatological Association (TDA) has 1,082 members, whereas the Taiwanese Society for Investigative Dermatology (TSID) has only 215 dermatologist members to share their research at the annual TSID meeting.

Most physician–scientists in Taiwan pursue careers that represent a mixture of both clinical practice and research. Although Taiwan’s hospital accreditation system has improved healthcare quality, administrative paperwork has increased the intensity of the physician workload. Lower salaries in academia than in private practice, increased pressure for clinical productivity, decreased grant application success rates, and the difficulties associated with raising children are the frequently reported concerns that prevent physicians from pursuing a career as a physician–scientist (Hirschtritt et al., 2018). The challenges encountered during the physician–scientist’s career path require that significant efforts be undertaken to improve the training process and provide better support for physician–scientist candidates (Li et al., 2022).

Training and funding opportunities are critical components in the career of a physician–scientist (Hirschtritt et al., 2018). Dermatology departments should support physician–scientists by providing financial commitments, resources, mentorships, and research programs (Li et al., 2022). Institutional support should include the provision of startup resources that allow for candidates to hire laboratory technicians to assist with the performance of benchwork, which would be extremely beneficial to physician–scientists, who still have to attend to heavy clinical duties, helping them to advance their research (Li et al., 2022). Bickle’s (2001) report highlighted the impacts of role models and mentors for medical students and residents when they are setting career goals. Dermatology departments can provide adequate and continuous mentorship opportunities to promote a promising career in investigative dermatology. The implementation of early departmental contacts with residents is crucial for identifying potential residents who have the capacity to actively pursue scientific research (Li et al., 2022). Early mentorships can help residents to develop independent research projects and guide them toward a career in investigative dermatology (Li et al., 2022). At the national level, the success rate of grant applications from the Department of Life Science, Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) declined from 45.8% in 2015 to 38.1% in 2021. As MOST funding becomes increasingly competitive, research budgets can become uncertain. Dedicated and sustained financial support from the MOST could allow physician–scientists to concentrate on building their research careers.

TSID and TDA have implemented some innovative policies for training physician–scientists to pursue careers in investigative dermatology. TSID/TDA organize several online and in-person training courses, including courses on how to write good research proposals, advice for submitting grant applications, the necessary stages involved in clinical trial design, suggestions for successful publication submissions, and more. Sharing the latest research results and experiences from foreign research laboratories presented by physician–scientists with study-abroad experiences would be of great value for young investigators. Using social media platforms, TSID/TDA integrate research resources from major medical centers in Taiwan. Advancements in web-based conferencing technologies will allow for physician–scientist mentors to be recruited from various fields of study, regardless of institutional affiliation (Milewicz et al., 2015). These efforts can help physician–scientists to develop their research careers and identify potential collaborators. TSID/TDA will focus on optimizing the training timeline for young dermatologists who intend to participate in the investigative track.

Choosing a career is a complex process that is dependent on a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Economic and lifestyle considerations are becoming increasingly important factors in the career choices of young dermatologists in Taiwan. Current dermatologists appear more inclined to choose careers with controllable hours than in the past, and heavy workloads, low earnings, and high stress levels have been noted as factors that discourage young dermatologists from pursuing careers as physician–scientists. Although many physician–scientists continue to work toward furthering our understanding of dermatologic diseases and treatments, the dwindling numbers of physician–scientists represent a significant concern in Taiwan. Working toward increasing the number of physician–scientists is a high priority in Taiwan. Sustained funding at the institutional and national levels, continuous mentorship, and adequate research training programs represent crucial elements, which are necessary to support the recruitment, training, and development of physician–scientists throughout their careers.
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